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What an exciting time we all had at our State Convention 2021 in Scranton, PA! The weekend began 
with Leadership for Chapter Presidents and members on Friday. Each group had two workshops they 
could choose to attend, and I was excited with the number of members and Chapter Presidents that 
participated! This was the first year we chose to do the Leadership Seminar right with convention and 
we were pleased with the results. So, this will happen again with State Convention in June 2022. 
 
Dr. Annie Webb Blanton, aka Cindy Reynolds, Beta Rho shared with us about DKG in the early years and 
teaching during the smallpox pandemic of the 1900’s. We learned so much and were amazed to see so 
many similarities between the two pandemics then and now. 
 
Other new additions to this year’s convention were members using their voice and sharing why they 
made the choice to join DKG. Also, In A Flash, sessions were added before the morning and afternoon 
workshops. These 10-minute sessions shared personal growth in the morning and professional growth in 
the afternoon.  
 
Our International Guest, Connie Rensink and our Keynote presenter, Kaylyn Gibilterra were wonderful! 
Connie was busy presenting the whole weekend with leadership workshops, the International update, 
convention workshops and Installation of State Officers for 2021 – 2023. Kaylyn’s keynote at Saturday’s 
lunch and her workshop in the afternoon were a breath of fresh air, new and exciting! 
 
Check out the PA website as many of the workshop presenters shared their handouts, links, or 
presentations! Also, my President’s report and all the committee reports are posted as well. During the 
First and Second General sessions business was conducted. There is an article from Lois Brown about the 
results to the amendments that were posted in the Winter Keystonian. 
You will want to read the article about who was the State Achievement Award recipient for 2021! 
 
I am so excited to continue as PA State President for 2021-2023! I have an amazing team of officers, 
committee chairs, committee members and a convention team that will support all our goals and 
endeavors! We will continue to focus on growing and maintaining membership, especially collegiate 
members; leadership within our chapters; projects like STEM, Early Career Educators and Schools for 
Africa; and supporting world fellowship and these recipients. 
 
I will be attending the International Conference virtually this year and all this news will be shared in the 
next Keystonian. Our Administrative Board meeting for PA is scheduled for July 14 & 15, 2021 in State 
College. International Leadership training is July 30 – August 1, 2021. This too will be done virtually. The 
pandemic did grow our skills with technology, and we will continue to conduct some business virtually.  
 
I am looking forward to doing Chapter visits and getting to know more PA State members! 
Eileen 
 

 
 
 
 



 


